Christina
BuiltRite Mantel

BM3033-1801W

Features

All-in-one Package
Includes all components and hardware to complete an elegant fireplace surround.

Multi-modal Design
Install as a cabinet in front of the wall or flush-mount for built-in installations.

Firebox Flexibility
Compatible with both Revillusion RBF30 and BFSL33 built-in fireboxes.

Above or Below Grade
Cabinet installation is ideal for concrete walls; flush-mount makes stud wall framed installations quick and easy.

Permanent Installation
Provides a millwork-quality result that is properly secured to produce the look of a custom, built-in mantel.

Knock-down Construction
Requires similar assembly to kitchen cabinets.

Accessories

Optional Black Granite Mantel Surround (BMT-1801BG)

Optional Travertine Mantel Surround (BMT-1801TR)
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